The ePLAS implicit simulation code 1 is being used to study various focusing aids for hot electron directivity in Fast Igintion 2 . The ePLAS model can follow a laser generated hot electron component (fluid or particles) through background plasma consisting of cold fluid electrons and ions. The code captures eMHD 3 effects, which can enhance B-field penetration in steep density gradient regions. The E-and B fields are determined by the Implicit Moment Method Here we review hot electron confinement to straw-like targets 2 with H 2 cores and Carbon or Gold walls, both straight and inclined using both fluid and particle modeling for the electrons. The straws are typically 60 μm long and 20 μm in radius with 40 μm thick walls. For a 3 x 10 19 W/cm 3 red laser we have found that a tapered void between the core and the wall strongly confines the electrons.
When the design is inverted with the Gold inside the straw with Hydrogen walls, so that lower atomic number Z and density are on the outside as in recent RAL studies 4 , we find that 100 MG B-fields develop on the Gold surface and that ~ 2 MeV hot electrons are strongly confined within the core. With artificial suppression of the B-field (yet with the E fields retained) the electrons are much less confined to the straw.
